
Would Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Poor Johnny ____________________ a licking.1. (take)would rather take

__________________________ to an infamous punishment again, and
perhaps worse tortures?
2.

(you/submit/?)
Would you rather submit

Your mother-ah, poor child, you ________________________ about her
just yet.
3.

(not/talk)
would rather not talk

So he ____________________ her than those people of his!4. (hurt)would rather hurt

I said I ________________________.5. (not/tell)would rather not tell

But I ____________ little Eva was in her grave.6. 'd rather

They ___________________ than be taken prisoners.7. (die)would rather die

______________________ alive or dead?8. (you/be/?)Would you rather be

If a person has meant to be effective and proved inadequate, or tried to do
good and done harm, I ________________________ it, unless I can help to
put matters right.

9.

(not/know)
would rather not know

________________________ her than-than me?10. (you/have/?)Would you rather have

Permit me, therefore, to ask you whether there is any particular dress, or
any particular attitude, which you ____________________ to be adopted.
11.

(wish)
would rather wish

I __________________ a bear than any other animal but a lion.12. (shoot)'d rather shoot

He sent for her as he lay on his death-bed, and asked her if she
____________________ a sum down, or have a small annuity settled upon
her.

13.

(have)
would rather have

So, ask the traveled inhabitant of any nation,
_________________________________________________?
14.

(in what country on earth/you/live/?)
In what country on earth would you rather live
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He _____________________ with them than against them.15. (fight)would rather fight

Personally, I think the question practically amounts to this:
____________________________, a man or a woman?
16.

(which/you/be/?)Which would you rather be

And he added that he ______________________ death than in this wise
wrong one who had been true to him.
17.

(suffer)
would rather suffer

Much has been said, and more might be said on this subject-but I
___________________________ it.
18.

(not/discuss)would rather not discuss

I mustn't neglect my dishes, and-if you don't mind-I
________________________ alone any longer than necessary.
19.

(not/passive/leave)
'd rather not be left

You may move into it yourself some day if you like, but I
________________________ a stranger occupy it.
20.

(not/have)would rather not have
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